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First Last

Name of Concerned Person *

Designation *

Organization/Institution *

Website *

Phone *

Email *

Upload Your Organizational Logo

Drag & Drop (or) Choose File
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City State/Region/Province

Postal / Zip Code Country

Address for Physical Communication *

Street Address

Address Line 2

-Select-

Online Footprints

Twitter Handle

Facebook Page

LinkedIN Profile

VUCA :: IDENTIFICATION
VUCA was coined by the U.S. Army in the 1990s to describe the post-Cold War world: volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous.

How does your Organization/Institution counter the VOLATILITY prevalent in your sector? *

V = Volatility. The nature and dynamics of change, and the nature and speed of change forces and change catalysts.

How does your Organization/Institution address the UNCERTAINTY hovering around? *

U = Uncertainty. The lack of predictability, the prospects for surprise, and the sense of awareness and understanding of issues and events.

How does your Organization/Institution caters to the COMPLEXITY confronting your sector? *

C = Complexity. The multiplex of forces, the confounding of issues, no cause-and-effect chain and confusion that surrounds organization.
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How does your Organization/Institution address the AMBIGUITY prevalent? *

A = Ambiguity. The haziness of reality, the potential for misreads, and the mixed meanings of conditions; cause-and-effect confusion.

Responding to VUCA

What kind of a RESPONSIVE CULTURE has been built at your organization/institution which responds to the
challenges thrown by VUCA and adapts accordingly? *

In what all ways has a CULTURE of LEARNING taken roots at your organization to take charge of challenges
thrown by VUCA? *

‘Excelling in a VUCA Environment Requires a Learning Mindset’.

To what extent is your organization INVESTING in PEOPLE to make them prepared for the VUCA Challenges? *

How is LISTENING, PATIENCE and PERSEVERANCE at all levels of your organizational operations paying off to
confront VUCA? *

The Organizational/Institutional WHY?

WHY you exist as an Organization/Institution? *

What's the Purpose, Cause or Belief whose pursuance makes your existence worthwhile? What drives the organization and the individuals
associated?

Give inferences whereby your Organizational WHY has enabled you to propel IDEAS for FUTURE. *

IDEAS or INNOVATIONS are deeply rooted into the deepest beliefs & purposes which eventually give rise to lasting STABILITY (5THIRTA).
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In what all ways has your Organizational WHY helped you to attain CLARITY & articulate your INTANGIBLE
viewpoints? *

A deeper purpose helps you articulate and express the most abstract dimensions of Culture, Values & Beliefs and enable effective Decision Making.

Registration Fee
A Nominal Registration Fee of Rs 15000 is being solicited for making this entire initiative financially self-sustainable. The same can
be remitted through NEFT/IMPS/Cheque Deposition as per the following Banking Details.

A/C Name : RETHINK INDIA FOUNDATION 
A/C NO. 49960200000174
IFSC CODE : BARB0YEIDAX
{Clarification :: The Fifth Character after 'B' is a Zero}
BANK OF BARODA
BRANCH: YAMUNA EXPRESSWAY, UP
Branch Code :YEIDAX

NEFT Reference Number *

A/C Name : RETHINK INDIA FOUNDATION A/C NO. 49960200000174 IFSC CODE : BARB0YEIDAX {Clarification :: The Fifth Character after 'B' is a
Zero} BANK OF BARODA BRANCH: YAMUNA EXPRESSWAY, UP Branch Code :YEIDAX

Terms and Conditions *

By Nominating to 5THIRTA AWARDS 2018 you undertake that all the information furnished by you is true to the best of your
knowledge. You also agree that in case any information is found to be false, the organizing committee shall reserve its right to
annul your award and make necessary public pronouncements to that effect. 
A mere Nomination made to 5THIRTA AWARDS 2018 doesn't guarantee you for the same. 
Every entry is shortlisted by the Editorial Board ReTHINK INDIA and an empowered Jury
In case your nomination doesn't fit in the requirements and expectations a processing fee of Rs 3000 would be deducted and the
balance amount would be refunded. 
The Registration Fee entitles you to 3 Delegate Passes at ReTHINK INDIA FORUM 2018

I accept the Terms and Conditions.
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